Abstract-The problem of pin-constrained electrowettingondielectric (EWOD) biochips becomes a serious issue to realize complex bio-chemical operations. Due to limited number of control pins and routing resources, additional Printed Circuit Board (PCB) routing layers may be required which potentially raises the fabrication cost. Previous state-of-the-art work has tried to develop a framework that uses a network-flowbased method for broadcast electrodeaddressing EWOD biochips. Nevertheless, greedily merging of electrical pins in previous works is at high risk of producing unroutable design. Routability should have higher priority than pin reduction. While previous works dedicated their effort on pin reduction, we have addressed our attention on routability of broadcast addressing. Experimental results demonstrate that taking routability into consideration can even have higher pin reduction. Viewed in this light, we present ACER, a routability driven clustering algorithm followed by escape routing using integer linear programming that effectively solves both pin merging and routing in broadcast addressing framework. Our proposed algorithm does not greedily focus on pin-reduction. Instead, routability is taken into consideration through agglomerative clustering. Compared to previous stateof-the-art, our proposed algorithm can further reduce required control pins by an average of 13% and route the design using 68% less wirelength.
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I. INTRODUCTION E LECTROWETTING-ON-DIELECTRIC
(EWOD) becomes a popular actuator for droplet-based digital microfluidic biochip applications. EWOD chips offer flexibility and efficiency to manipulate discrete fluidic droplet to realize several practical bio-system applications [2] - [5] .
The structure of EWOD chips is a 2-D electrode array illustrated in Fig. 1(a) . To realize an operation, droplets are moved across the electrodes to combine with other droplets or Chen are with the Institute of Electronic, National Chiao Tung University, Hsinchu 300, Taiwan (e-mail: sniealu.ee96g@g2.nctu.edu.tw; hmchen@mail.nctu.edu.tw).
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Digital Object Identifier 10.1109/TCAD.2014.2329415 separate into two droplets. Underneath each electrode, there exists an electrical pin, which is connected to a peripheral control pin through conduction wire. Wire can only be routed in orthogonal direction and cannot be crossed. For a simple design, routing from the electrical pins to the control pins can be realized in one routing layer. However, if routability is an issue, an additional routing layer is required to route the design, which consequently raises the fabrication cost.
The control pins are actuated by an external controller that supplies a limited number of signal ports. The controller generates a sequence of voltage value and fed to each control pin. The input sequence to each control pin is defined as activation sequence. Activation sequence is a combination of three values: value 1 denotes logic high value, value 0 denotes logic low value, and value X denotes don't care in which an arbitrary value can be assigned without changing original operation. The electrical pins located underneath the electrodes drive the movement of droplet. A logic high value attracts the neighboring droplet and a logic low value repels droplet away. By carefully planning the driving voltage of electrodes, droplets can be programmed to move in designated paths.
The assignment of electrodes to a control pin is generally referred as electrode addressing. The work done in [6] introduces the direct-addressing method which is a one-toone assignment of an electrode to a control pin. However, due to limited number of signals that can be simultaneously generated from the controller, direct-addressing becomes less favorable in handling complex design. Fig. 1(b) is an example of direct-addressing. 1 In this regard, the number of control pins that can be simultaneously actuated is limited to the maximum number of signal ports supplied by the controller. This limitation of controller introduces the pin-constrained droplet-based digital microfluidic electrode addressing problem. In Fig. 1(b) , 14 control pins are activated which requires a 16-bit controller to trigger the control pins. Pin-count of a design refers to the number of required activation sequences or number of control pins that needed to trigger the design. 1 The illustrated example has one routing track between two electrical pins. Routing tracks is set to 3 in simulation conducted in this paper and previous works. Squeezing three routing tracks creates difficulty to interpret the illustration. The purpose of this example is to demonstrate that poor electrode addressing leads to longer wirelength.
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A. Using Broadcast Addressing to Satisfy the Pin-Constraint
To satisfy the pin constraint for a given design, the work done in [7] proposed the broadcast addressing method to assign several electrical pins to one control pin. In [7] , a compatible graph of electrical pins is constructed indicating which sets of electrical pins can be activated by a common activation sequence. A clique partition method is performed on the compatible graph to minimize number of required activation sequences. Fig. 1(f) is an illustration of compatible graph in which each node represents an electrical pin on EWOD chip. In Fig. 1(f) , the illustrated example can be triggered by a minimum of five activation sequences.
However, a given design can only be realized if all the electrical pins can be successfully routed. Minimizing total pin count may not produce a routable design. In Fig. 1(c) , clique with largest degree in compatible graph is routed on each iteration. Clique connecting to pin 1, 5, 6, and 9 is first routed followed by clique 7, 8, and 10 and clique 12, 13, and 14. However, this particular electrode addressing produces an unroutable design after routing clique 12, 13, and 14. This shows greedily reducing pin count creates longer detour and impairs routability of the design. The electrode addressing in Fig. 1(d) produces a routable design even though it requires seven activation sequences which is two more than the optimal solution. However, keep in mind that controllers supplies 2 n number of ports. An electrode addressing that requires seven activation sequences is just as cost effective to electrode addressing that requires five activation sequences.
B. Previous Works on Broadcast Addressing and Routing
Thus, despite the benefits gained from broadcast addressing method, routability becomes the bottleneck to realize a design. The work done in [1] proposed a network flow algorithm in attempt to minimize number of pin-counts. The work done in [8] extends the work by further considering the variation of driving voltage.
In [1] , a network flow algorithm is proposed to search for an initial solution. This algorithm greedily reduces pincount by finding the minimum number of global tracks that covers all of the electrical pins. This greedy approach suffers two major drawbacks. First, the initial solution obtained from network flow is not unique, a specific solution must be chosen out of multiple solutions in order to proceed to the next stage. Second, routability of electrical pins is completely overlooked. Fig. 2 is an illustration on two common scenarios where finding minimum number of global tracks is ineffective. Fig. 2(a) illustrates not only there are multiple solutions in finding minimum number of global tracks, all solutions are infeasible. Fig. 2(b) illustrates even there exists an unique solution, the obtained solution is still infeasible. Fig. 2(c) is a feasible solution to the example illustrated in Fig. 2(b) . It can be observed that finding minimum tracks as initial solution not only limits the solution space, its complete negligence to routability severely degrades its effectiveness. 
C. Our Contributions
While previous works focus on minimizing the pin-count, we suggest that it is more important to focus on routability of the design. Greedily minimizing pin-count may produce unroutable design as illustrated in Fig. 1(c) . Routability should be regarded as primary concern when minimizing pin-count. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first work that addresses routability on broadcast addressing framework. In brief, our contributions can be summarized as follows. 1) In this paper, we propose ACER to effectively handle both electrode addressing and routing of electrical pins. ACER is a routability driven electrode addressing algorithm based on agglomerative clustering. 2) Unlike previous works, our proposed method relieves burden of resolving congestion at routing stage by determining a better routing order and avoids unnecessary global track identification. 3) Experimental result shows that by considering routability, pin-count can be further reduced compared to the approaches that greedily minimize pin-count. 4) Unlike previous work which uses rip and reroute framework to resolve congestion, our approach relies on de-cluster and reroute approach. Our proposed framework consists of two routers. The first router is based on Lee's algorithm [9] that connects the clustered electrical pins. The second router is an escape router that connects clustered electrical pins to peripheral control pins. Fig. 3 shows the flow chart of our proposed methodology. Our proposed framework is divided to four stages: Compatible graph construction, agglomerative clustering, routing of electrical pins and escape routing of electrical pins. The remaining parts of this paper are organized as follows. Section II formulates the problem. Section III describes agglomerative clustering of electrical pins. Section IV describes the routing of electrical pins. Section V describes how to route the connected electrical pins to peripheral control pin using integer linear programming based escape routing. Section VI presents the experimental result. Finally, Section VII concludes the paper and introduces possible future works.
II. PROBLEM FORMULATION AND DEFINITIONS
The operations on an EWOD chip are defined by the activation sequences fed to each control pin. The activation sequence controls the voltage value of the control pin on each time frame. Here we formally define the problem of pin-constrained electrode addressing and routing for broadcast-addressing framework as follows.
A. Pin-Constrained Electrode Addressing and Routing for Broadcast-Addressing EWOD Design
Given a set of electrical pins P = {p 1 , p 2 , . . . , p k } and a set of activation sequences A = {a 1 , a 2 , . . . , a k }. Each electrical pin p i has a corresponding activation sequence a i . Minimize total pin count by triggering multiple electrical pins with mutual compatible activation sequence while ensuring that every electrical pin can be successfully routed to designated control pin without crossing.
Before the detail of the algorithm is introduced, we define the following terms that are used in graph representation and the proposed algorithm.
Definition 1: A node n I on compatible graph represents a set of electrical pins I = {p i1 , p i2 , . . . , p in } that can be triggered by one activation sequence a k .
Definition 2: Two nodes are said to be mutually compatible if and only if all electrical pins represented by two nodes can be triggered by one activation sequence without affecting original operation.
Definition 3: An edge, e I−J , exists between node n I and node n J if and only if two nodes are mutually compatible.
Definition 4: A bounding box of an edge, BB I−J , is defined as the minimum spanning rectangle that covers all electrical pins represented by two nodes. 
III. ROUTABILITY DRIVEN CLUSTERING OF ELECTRICAL PINS
In this section, a compatible graph is constructed to represent compatibility of the electrical pins. The merging of the electrical pins is achieved by applying agglomerative clustering. Edge cost in the compatible graph is determined to reflect routability of the electrical pins. Fig. 4 illustrates an example on constructing compatible graph and escape routing of the electrical pins.
A. Construction of Compatible Graph
The compatible graph is constructed based on the activation sequence of electrical pins. Initially, an electrical pin is represented by one node [see Fig. 4 (a) and (b)]. If two electrical pins can be triggered by the same activation sequence, then an edge exists between the two nodes. The compatible graph updates the compatibility among nodes after every merging of electrical pins.
An n-degree clique in compatible graph represents that all of the connected nodes in a clique are mutually compatible and can be triggered by a single activation sequence. Since each cluster must be a n-degree clique, the problem of finding minimum number of clusters is equivalent to the minimal clique cover problem. The minimum clique cover problem is an NP-Complete problem [10] . In addition, finding minimum set of cliques neglects routability of the design which is likely to produce unroutable design as illustrated in Fig. 1(c) . To consider routability while merging electrical pins, techniques in agglomerative clustering are applied.
B. Agglomerative Clustering of Electrical Pins
Agglomerative clustering is a category in hierarchical clustering which minimizes a given objective cost by clustering elements in a bottom-up fashion [11] , [12] . Clustering can aim to minimize a certain objective cost. Given a graph G(V, E) in which V represents a set of vertices and E represents a set of edge. A cost is given on each edge in E. In this paper, agglomerative clustering begins by setting each vertex as an individual cluster. Each cluster begins to expand by merging adjacent cluster connected by an edge. The objective is to minimize total number of clusters by selecting a set of edges with a summation of minimum cost. Different edge cost can be configured to meet a variety of specifications and constraints. In application of EWOD design, the cluster is a node on the compatible graph and we try to model routability in the edge cost.
To merge electrical pins, edge with the least cost in the compatible graph is selected and the two connected nodes are merged. New node is created to represent the merged node. Adding new node to the compatible graph consists of three operations.
1) A new parent node is created to replace the two merged nodes. 2) New edges are created to connect the new parent node to mutual compatible nodes.
3) The merged nodes and all of the edges connected to merged nodes are removed from the compatible graph. A new edge, e k−m , that connects node n k and n m is created if and only if both child nodes of n k have an edge connecting to n m . Fig. 4(c) - (e) is an illustration of bounding boxes of net A, B, and C. Fig. 4(j)-(r) is an illustration of agglomerative clustering. In Fig. 4(k) , edge e 2−3 is selected since it has the least cost on the graph. The merging of n 2 and n 3 is illustrated in Fig. 4(l) . Edge e 3−6 , e 2−6 , node n 2 and n 3 are removed from the graph and new node n 2−3 and new edge e 2−3−6 are added to the graph. The process of clustering repeats until there is no more edge in the compatible graph. In Fig. 4(r) , there are only three nodes left in the compatible graph, which means clustering is completed and three control pins are required.
In Fig. 4(a) , without considering physical location of the electrical pins, a possible clustering solution can be n 1−3−5 , n 2−6 , and n 4 . However, such solution consumes additional routing resources that impairs routability. By reflecting routability in the edge cost, solution obtained after clustering can aim to maximize routability of the design.
C. Determining Edge Cost
In this subsection, we explore several methods to determine edge cost and analyze the impact of edge cost on routability of the design. Fig. 5(a) illustrates a common scenario in EWOD designs in which several compatible electrical pins are aligned in one routing track. In the illustrated example, the design is not routable if p 3 and p 4 are not routed last. In Fig. 5(a) , electrical pins are merged based on shortest distance, p 1 and p 2 are merged last in which create an unroutable design. The question is not how much routing resource a pair of electrical pins consumes, it is about how much routing resource that may be potentially valuable to other pairs of electrical pins.
In this regard, Fig. 5(b) -(d) constructs BB and OBB for each pair of electrical pins. The OBB can be identified using line sweep method [13] . The general concept of line sweep method is to sort the x min and x max coordinates of bounding boxes in nondecreasing order. A virtual line sweeps from the minimum x-coordinate to check whether if there are overlaps in y-coordinate. When sweep line reaches to the end of sorted x-coordinate list, all of the overlapping bounding boxes can be identified.
For BB with all of its electrical pins on the same y-coordinate, the BB is expanded by one routing track upward and one routing track downward and vice versa for electrical pins with same x-coordinate. The BB represents the potential routing region for a pair of electrical pins and OBB represents potential routing region shared by two pairs of electrical pins. In Fig. 5(e) , merging order is determined using summation of diagonal length of every OBB to a pair of electrical pins. 2 The obtained merging order merge p 3 to p 4 after p 1 to p 2 and p 5 to p 6 are merged. This merging order in this example produces a routable design.
The reason to use diagonal length rather than area of OBB is because area creates ambiguity for OBB s with same area but different aspect ratio. Fig. 6 illustrate an example that using diagonal is better than area. In Fig. 6 , BB 1:2 covers a 4x4 area to BB 5:6 and 2x4 BB 3:4 . Using area of OBB to determine edge cost, edge e 1:2 has an edge cost equal to 24 which is equivalent to e 3−4 . Using diagonal value of OBB to determine edge cost, e 1−2 has cost equal to Fig. 7 evaluates the effectiveness of edge cost by comparing pin count to total routed wirelength on testcase random-5. The merging of electrical pins is performed under the framework of agglomerative clustering. Edge cost is configured using diagonal length of OBB, area of OBB, HPWL of OBB and shortest distance between two nodes. Starting from initial 100 pins, pin count is gradually reduced on each step of clustering. The nature of agglomerative clustering is that it always uses the least objective cost to merge the next electrical pin. Despite different configurations of edge cost, a smooth tradeoff between pin count and routed wirelength can be observed on all configurations. From Fig. 7 , it can be observed that using diagonal of OBB achieves most reduction in number of required pins. As a comparison, the work done in [1] uses 7965 unit wirelength yet still requires 37 control pins. Unfavorable electrode addressing for routing and brute force rip and rereroute is probably the culprit for nearly double amount of the routed wirelength in [1] .
IV. ROUTING OF ELECTRICAL PINS
When agglomerative clustering is completed, the actual routing path that connects all of the electrical pins is still undetermined. A maze router based on Lee's Algorithm [14] is implemented to connect the merged electrical pins. The routing order for each pair of electrical pins is determined based on its clustering order. In Fig. 4 (q) and (r), the clustering order of electrical pins is (p 2 
The clustering order means that electrical pin p 2 and p 3 are routed first. After p 2 and p 3 are routed, it then searches for least cost path connecting to p 6 . After p 2 , p 3 , and p 6 are connected, p 4 and p 5 are routed.
To increase routing success rate, the concept on pricing routing resources in global routing [15] , [16] is adopted to increase routing success rate. The concept of pricing routing resource is to avoid potentially congested region by guiding router to avoid grids with higher cost. By applying the same concept in EWOD routing, a simplified yet still effective method is adopted to price each routing grid. In our approach, every routing grid spanned by the BB is updated with a penalty cost inversely proportional to the diagonal of BB. The penalty cost is controlled by an empirical parameter β to adjust the quality between detour wirelength and routability. Equation (1) calculates the penalty cost on each grid. In our configuration, β is set to 8 for all designs. Fig. 8 illustrates an example using testcase amino-acid-1 that how penalty cost can prevent routing failure. In Fig. 8(a) , routing failure occurred since electrical pins are routed regardless of the congested region. By adding penalty in Fig. 8(b) to each routing grid, routing path detours away from congested region and creates additional space for electrical pins at congested region to escape Fig. 9 plots the trade-off curve between reduction in number of activation sequences and total routed wirelegnth in response to different adjustment of β. The larger value β, the longer detour from the congested regions during maze routing. However, over-powering β creates longer detour which creates more routing obstacles when routing electrical pins.
V. ESCAPE ROUTING OF CONNECTED ELECTRICAL PINS
TO CONTROL PINS When all electrical pins are connected, the upcoming task is to route the connected electrical pins to a peripheral control pin. Fig. 4(t) is an illustration on escape routing of a set of connected electrical pins. The objective is to route every merged electrical pins to a control pin using minimal routed wirelength. Similar problem formulation can be seen in PCB escape routing [17] , [18] . However, in the scenario of broadcast-addressing EWOD design, it is an escape routing problem for multiple nets with each net containing a set of prerouted paths. Thus, techniques adopted in PCB escape routing are not directly applicable. In this section, we first formulate the multisource multisink escape routing problem, then we introduce two methods based on ILP formulation and maze routing to solve the problem.
A. Multisource Multisink Escape Routing Problem
Given a mesh based graph with a set of grid points G = {g 1 , g 2 , . . . , g i }, a set of nets N = {n 1 , n 2 , . . . , n i } and a set of target grid points T = {t 1 , t 2 , . . . , t m }. Each net n i has a set of source grid points S n i = {s n i ,1 , s n i ,2 , . . . , s n i ,k } and a set of routed edges E n i = {e n i ,1 , e n i ,2 , . . . , e n i ,m } that connects all of routed grid points in net n i . Route every net n i from any arbitrary source grid point s n i ,k belong to net n i to any arbitrary target grid point such that no routing paths can be crossed.
. . , g i } is a set of grid points correspond to the EWOD design. 2) S n i = {s n i ,1 , s n i ,2 , . . . , s n i ,k } is a set of routed grid points for net n i . 3) N = {n 1 , n 2 , . . . , n i } is a set of nets. A net n i includes a set of routing paths that connects a set of grid points 
B. Simultaneous Escape Routing Based on ILP Formulation
The integer linear programming formulation of the multisource multisink escape routing problem is defined as follows. Given a set of nets, a set of electrical pins and a set of control pins, minimize the total summation of absolute value of flow for all grid points. The objective function is described in (2) 
3 Even though the problem formulation contains absolute value constraints, it is still integer linear programming because one absolute value of integer constraint can be replaced by two integer linear constraints. Equation (3) defines the conservation of flow. For a given grid point that is not a source grid point or a target grid point, the inward flow must equal to its outward flow. Equation (4) defines the net flow for a given net n j must equal to 1. Equation (4) forces every net to have an outward flow. When an outward flow is initialized for each net, (3) forces this outward flow from each net to be escaped to a target grid point.
Equation (5) defines the terminating condition. When the summation of absolute flow value of every control pin equals to the total number of nets, it represents that every net is successfully escaped to a control pin. Equation (6) restricts that no routing paths can be crossed by defining that the absolute value of flow for any given grid point less than or equal to 2. Equation (7) defines the capacity constraint such that the absolute value of flow between any two electrical pins is less than or equal to 1. Fig. 10 illustrates an example of escape routing. In Fig. 10(a) , the initial input contains two nets. Net 1 contains a set of routed grid points S n 1 = {g 31 , g 32 , g 33 , g 40 , g 49 } and Net 2 contains routed grid points S n 2 = {g 35 , g 44 , g 51 , g 52 , g 53 , g 62 , g 71 }. In Fig. 10(b) , (4) forces an outward flow of Net 1 from g 31 to g 30 and an outward flow from g 53 to g 54 . In Fig. 10(b), g 30 and g 54 violates (3) . Thus, the outward flow is propagated from g 30 to g 29 and from g 54 to g 54 to a target grid point in Fig. 10(c) . Equation (3) continues to propagate the outward flow initialized from each net until every outward flow reached to a target grid point. In Fig. 10(d) , all constraints are satisfied and ILP escape routing is terminated.
C. Sequential Escape Routing Based on Maze Routing
Maze routing is a sequential routing technique, which can be easily adopted to solve the multisource multisink escape routing problem. The maze routing algorithm is a routing algorithm based on Lee's Algorithm [14] . A brief explanation of Lee's algorithm is summarized as follows. The algorithm begins from the source location. For all neighboring grids that are reachable from the source location within a unit distance, each grid is marked with the unit distance. Using the distance from marked grids, find all unmarked neighboring grids adjacent to the marked grid and update its distance. The algorithm progressively expands from the source location until target location is found. The original Lee's algorithm assumes one source and one target. By initiating the algorithm from multiple source locations instead of one and terminate the algorithm when any one of the multiple target locations is found, the original Lee's algorithm can be adopted to solve the multisource multisink escape routing problem.
However, a maze router route each net sequentially while solving the problem using ILP simultaneously considers all nets. Thus, a maze router guarantees to find a solution for each net but not does not guarantee to find a solution to route all nets. The reason is because maze router heavily depends on net ordering and there is no way to find a net ordering that guarantees to find a solution that can successfully route all nets if there is one that exists [19] . 
VI. EXPERIMENTAL RESULT
In this section, experimental result of the proposed algorithm is presented. The entire algorithm is implemented with standard C++ language and experimented on AMD Athlon Dual Core machine operating at 2.6 GHz. IBM CPLEX v12.2 [21] is used to solve the integer linear programming problem in escape routing. Input designs are obtained from [1] . There exist three routing grids between every two electrical pins and the don't care electrical pins can be arbitrary merged with any other electrical pins. Since the binaries from [1] and [6] cannot be obtained, we refer the result including execution time from [1] and reimplemented the work done in [6] .
A. Analysis on Routing Behavior
From figures presented in [1] , several shortcomings can be observed. Fig. 11(a) redraws the routing result from the figure presented in [1] and compares to our routing result illustrated in Fig. 11(b) . Electrical pins within the red dashed circle are the don't care pins.
The orange stripes in Fig. 11(a) represents the initial tracks identified in [1] . After initial tracks are identified, electrical pins 1, 5, and 9 on the left vertical track are routed first [1, Fig. 7(c) ]. However, electrical pin 5 and 9 are don't care pins which can be merged with other electrical pins. In our proposed algorithm, active electrical pins are dealt prior to the don't care pins. The don't care pins connects to nearest routed wire after active electrical pins are merged and routed.
Generally speaking, the work done in [1] is on a routefirst-merge-later basis. Such framework leaves the burden of resolving congestion to the subsequent rip and reroute framework. Regarding Fig. 11(a) , there are no obvious gain by identifying a set initial tracks. In contrast, our work is on a merge-first-route-later basis. Routability is considered at the merging stage by determining better merging priority and setting penalty cost in congested region. Table I reports time duration of each stage using ILP escape routing. We divide total execution time into three stages. The first stage in the second column shows the time duration from parsing input until electrical pin clustering is completed. The second stage in the third column shows the time duration after electrical pin clustering until routing of electrical pin is completed. The third stage in the fourth column shows the time duration after routing of electrical pins until ILP escape routing of merged electrical pins is completed. It can be observed that ILP escape routing takes most of the execution time and routing of electrical pins has negligible run time.
The fifth column shows pin-count after clustering of electrical pins which can be regarded as the lower bound of pin-count. The sixth column shows final pin-count after ILP escape routing. The last column shows number of de-clustering required for each testcase. In our framework, we de-cluster nets based on diagonal distance of clustered electrical pins, so each de-cluster iteration may de-cluster more than one net. Note that a straightforward approach that de-cluster one net on each iteration is also feasible and achieves equivalent solution quality. On all 13 testcases, only five cases require de-clustering and four cases only require one iteration of de-clustering. Fig. 12 uses testcase dilution to show intermediate steps of our proposed algorithm. Fig. 12(a) is the result after electrical pins are merged and routed. Fig. 12(b) takes the merging result as input and performs multisource and multisink escape routing described in Section V.
Regarding to Fig. 11 , it may seem the work done in [1] route each don't care electrical pins independently. However, in testcase amino-acid-2, there are 8 don't care electrical pins out of 24 electrical pins. The rest of 16 electrical pins can be formed to a minimum of seven independent compatible cliques. To achieve 11 pin-count on amino-acid-2 as reported in [1] , the don't care pins are impossible to be routed independently. To make a fair comparison, we have double-checked with Huang et al. [1] to make sure the simulation constraints conducted in this paper is exactly the same in [1] . In other words, this paper and the work done in [1] merge and route all don't care electrical pins.
B. Comparison with Previous Works on Broadcast Addressing and Direct Addressing
To demonstrate the effectiveness of routability driven clustering, we compare our algorithm with [1] and direct addressing method [6] . For direct addressing method [6] , escape routing is applied to route each electrical pin to a control pin. 4 In Table II , #E denotes total number of electrical pins. #WL denotes total routed wirelength, #Pin denotes pin count and the number inside the parenthesis up scale pin count to nearest 2 n indicating the required n-bit controller. In Table II , our work has less pin count on 7 out 13 designs compared to [1] and route all the designs with less wirelength. The rest of the six designs, only three designs requires higher n-bit controller. Our proposed framework does not include a rip and reroute engine and congestion is minimized at clustering stage. The significantly more routed wirelength in [1] indicates less favorable electrode addressing to router and aggressive rip up and reroute. On average, our proposed framework using ILP as escape routing engine requires 13% less control pins and routes the designs with 68% less wirelength. In some scenarios, our agglomerative clustering may not achieve as much pin count reduction compared to previous works. The primary reason is that our work focuses on routability while previous works focus on greedily reducing pin count. From our experience, routability of the design is correlated to routing capacity of bin and pin density of the design. For designs with sparse pin distribution or higher routing capacity per unit area, greedy approach is possible to achieve better pin reduction compared to our approach.
In terms of efficiency for each routing iteration, ILP escape routing takes most of the execution time and routing of electrical pins based on maze routing algorithm has negligible run time. However, ILP escape routing does not scale well with large design. Hence, a maze router is implemented to provide an alternative solution with much faster run time at expense of slight degradation in solution quality. Total number of required control pins is increased by an average of 2% when maze router is used instead of integer linear programming escape routing.
C. Evaluation of ACER on Design With Obstacles
To demonstrate flexibility of our algorithm. We have also experimented on designs with presence of obstacles. Table III compares our algorithm with the work done in [20] . In this set of designs, a value P max is given for each design which specifies the maximum control signal that can be supplied by the controller. The merging stage in our algorithm terminates when pin-count is reduced to less than or equal to P max . In comparison with the work done in [20] , our proposed algorithm uses 24% less routed wirelength while satisfying the P max constraint on all designs. Fig. 13 is the routing result on testcase random06 using our proposed algorithm.
VII. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we solved both electrode addressing and routing problem for pin-constrained broadcast addressing EWOD designs. We have shown that previous works pay very little attention on routability of the design and greedily reducing pin-count adopted in previous works suffers several shortcomings that are ineffective to satisfy the pin constraint. Thus, we present ACER, a framework that uses agglomerative clustering to solve electrode addressing with consideration of routability. Compared to previous works, our proposed algorithm is simple and effective. Possible improvements include considering routing capacity and pin density into agglomerative clustering. By having better knowledge toward total routing capacity is possible to achieve more pin-count reduction. Applying network flow algorithm is also a possible direction to accelerate runtime.
In short, this paper shows that routed wirelength, routability of the design and pin-count reduction are all correlated. Shorter wirelength means less routing blockages, less routing blockages implies better routability and better routability enables more pin-count reduction. Considering routability during electrode addressing enables further reduction in pin-count compared to greedy pin-count reduction approach. Our claim is supported based on simulation results on every possible testcase with and without obstacles that we can obtain. 
